
HackTheBox – Monteverde

S  ummary

• Discovered several usernames through rpcclient null session.
• Found password to SABatchJobs account using crackmapexec.
• Found plaintext password from azure.xml in mhopes smb share.
• Authenticated against winrm with mhope.
• Enumeration of mhope revealed the user belonged to the Azure Admins group.
• Performed a DCSync attack to intercept Administrators decrypted password.
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R  econ

I added 10.10.10.172 to /etc/hosts as monteverde.htb, after this I ran a fast nmap scan of the top 
1000 ports, followed by a fast scan of all ports.

A thorough port scan of all discovered open ports produced the following:

# Nmap 7.80 scan initiated Mon Jun 15 11:07:06 2020 as: nmap -A 
-p53,88,135,139,389,445,464,593,636,3268,3269,5985,9389,49667,49673,49674,49675,49703,49779 -oN nmap.txt monteverde.htb 
Nmap scan report for monteverde.htb (10.10.10.172) 
Host is up (0.020s latency). 

PORT      STATE    SERVICE          VERSION 
53/tcp    open     domain? 
| fingerprint-strings: 
|   DNSVersionBindReqTCP: 
|     version 
|_    bind 
88/tcp    open     kerberos-sec     Microsoft Windows Kerberos (server time: 2020-06-15 10:21:00Z) 
135/tcp   open     msrpc            Microsoft Windows RPC 
139/tcp   open     netbios-ssn      Microsoft Windows netbios-ssn 
389/tcp   open     ldap             Microsoft Windows Active Directory LDAP (Domain: MEGABANK.LOCAL0., Site: Default-First-Site-
Name) 
445/tcp   open     microsoft-ds? 
464/tcp   open     kpasswd5? 
593/tcp   open     ncacn_http       Microsoft Windows RPC over HTTP 1.0 
636/tcp   open     tcpwrapped 
3268/tcp  filtered globalcatLDAP 
3269/tcp  filtered globalcatLDAPssl 
5985/tcp  open     http             Microsoft HTTPAPI httpd 2.0 (SSDP/UPnP) 
|_http-server-header: Microsoft-HTTPAPI/2.0 
|_http-title: Not Found 
9389/tcp  filtered adws 
49667/tcp filtered unknown 
49673/tcp open     ncacn_http       Microsoft Windows RPC over HTTP 1.0 
49674/tcp open     msrpc            Microsoft Windows RPC 
49675/tcp filtered unknown 
49703/tcp filtered unknown 
49779/tcp filtered unknown 
1 service unrecognized despite returning data. If you know the service/version, please submit the following fingerprint at 
https://nmap.org/cgi-bin/submit.cgi?new-service : 
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It was possible to authenticate using a null session with rpcclient to enumerate users on the 
machine.

 

I used this information to create a wordlist, which was then used to perform a password spraying 
attack via crackmapexec.
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The password spray attack was successful and found the user SABatchJobs password to match the 
username.

I used these credential to enumerate the SMB share via crackmapexec, this discovered read access 
to several shares.
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After enumeration of these shares I found a file called azure.xml saved in users$/mhope – this file 
contained a plain text password.
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FootHold

I authenticated against winrm using mhope along with the password discovered in azure.xml.

Further enumeration of mhope revealed that the account was a member of Azure Admins.
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This coupled with the fact that Azure AD Sync is installed on the system means that it is possible to 
now perform an ADSync attack, this essentially allows interception of the administrators encrypted 
password and decryption of it using using ADSync.
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Privilege Escalation

There are a few tools online to make performing an ADSync attack very simple, I used the 
following tool:

https://vbscrub.com/2020/01/14/azure-ad-connect-database-exploit-priv-esc/

I then used Evil-WinRMs built in upload/download function to upload the tool and associated dll 
file to mhopes Documents directory.

I navigated to C://Program Files/Microsoft Azure AD Sync/Bin and ran AdDecrypt.exe using the full
path with the -FullSQL flag set, this provided the administrators password in plain text.
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https://vbscrub.com/2020/01/14/azure-ad-connect-database-exploit-priv-esc/
file:///C://Program


I then used these credentials to successfully authenticate against the Administrator account via Evil-
WinRM.
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